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Overview & Highlights
The key objective of this report is to study user behavior, content  consumption  

patterns and the effect this has on user engagement,  readership habits, loyalty  

and, ultimately, revenue generation through subscription sales in the context of  

the current COVID-19 pandemic in both the short term and long term.

Based on the behavior or 84 Million Users:

Traffic to publishers' sites increased by up to 90%

Engaged users increased by up to 102% 

Twice as many users who are "Likely to Subscribe" in March

Now is the time to build a relationship  

with your newly acquired readers and  

prepare a monetization strategy to 

convert them to subscribers down  

the line.
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Highly engaged users should be pushed  

to subscribe. Long-term readers are  

already convinced of the worth of the  

content they consume. They simply  

need support and a nudge.

Key Takeaways



This pandemic has revealed the fragility of traditional revenue streams  

when faced with unexpected crises. As ad-sales and print publishing take  

a massive unexpected hit, companies without reader-driven revenue are  

facing big challenges. 

 

However, unlike advertising, with the rise in user engagement, there has  

been a corresponding increase in subscription even though many publishers 

have removed their paywalls for Coronavirus-related coverage. The New York 

Times, in their Sunday article, "Coronavirus Brings a Surge to News Sites", 

confirmed this trend based on data from a variety of news publications, citing a 

57.5% subscription increase. 

 

 

 

 

“We are seeing a bump in digital subscriptions  

even though our coronavirus content is open.” 

 

AGATHA PARDOT, AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT/STRATEGIC EXECUTIVE AT GANNETT 

INMA Readers-First Meet-Up: How To Measure And Maximise Lifetime Value Of Subscribers 

 

 

This new scenario has prompted some vendors such as French paywall 

provider, Poool, to offer select publishers their solution for free in a  

LinkedIn announcement aimed at those who rely on print sales.

COVID-19 & The Publishing Industry - Where are we now?

Traffic and subscription sales spike, 
ad revenue drops significantly.
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Over the past few weeks, with the rapid increase of confirmed COVID-19 cases sparking a wide range 

of stringent countermeasures by governments and health organizations, people are turning to their 

most trusted sources for information - news publishers. 

 

While it is no surprise that an ever growing number of quarantined populations would turn to online 

news as they sit at home, this spike has led to some striking changes in user behavior and 

engagement patterns which will be discussed below.



We looked at a group of our clients, and analyzed the behavior of over 84 million users to get a  

general picture of the current situation. Interestingly, besides an obvious focus on the health category  

(Coronavirus), there were marked increases in user engagement in business and work-related content. 

 

This is understandable given the attention on health, the economy and working from home as the  

world’s population is locked down. Assuredly, once the situation returns to normal, sports and lifestyle  

readers will return - but the majority of users who have just started following the news only because  

of the virus might never return once the coronavirus pandemic recedes. 

 

 

 

With the cessation of all sporting activities, professionally and personally, there was a pronounced  

user decrease in both the sports (-36%) and lifestyle (-45%) sections - however, these will rebound.  

Overall traffic increased up to 150% depending on the content category while the number of users  

increased by up to 175% depending on the engagement segment the users are in. 

 

This is why now is the perfect moment to deploy an engagement strategy to take advantage of users’  

increased overall content consumption to keep them engaged today and, more importantly for the  

long-run, once the pandemic inevitably recedes in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By capitalizing on understanding collective user journeys and behaviors as well as individual user  

journeys, publishers are able to target users with the right message at the right time in order to drive 

long-term revenue growth. 

 

 

 

To illustrate this case and propose steps for the short and long term, we’ve analyzed the data of one  

of our clients,a leader in the general, quality digital news sector in an EU country. We chose this publisher  

with over 4.5 million users as a representative sample of users in our broader analysis of 84 million users  

in terms of engagement, traffic and content patterns.

Analysis of the Data - General Findings

Audiences Are Changing Their Content Consumption Patterns

Analysis of the Data - Focused Case Study of a Mid-sized European Publisher
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There are as many New Users in March as Total Users in January,  
Engaged & Addicted Users mainly consist of Existing Users from January
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What this means is that the new  

users who came to the website in  

March moved mostly to the "Fly- 

bys" or "Light Users" segments.  

Users in those same two segments  

in January contributed to the most  

users who were "Gone" by March,  

which suggests their loyalty is low  

and that they likely won't stick  

around once the pandemic  

subsides. 

 

These users are best approached  

by relevant content  

recommendations and soft  

pushes such as COVID-19 related  

newsletter signups.

How to interpret the Sankey diagram below:  

A Sankey diagram is a flow diagram where the width of the arrows is proportional to the flow rate - in this case the  

number of users moving from one segment to another. In the Sankey diagram below we have 3 portions. The left  

portion of the diagram represents Existing Users who were there in January, categorized by their User Engagement  

Segment. The right portion represents New Users who came in the last week of March and the middle portion  

represents the final distribution of users in the User Engagement Segments at the end of March.

Users in the Engaged and Addicted segments on the other hand are much more resilient to "visit churn" 

since the majority of the users in these segments in March are users who were already there in January, 

had a good experience with our non COVID-19 content and built up even more engagement over time 

since then. For example, only 5% of Addicted users in March came from new users while 95% came 

from previously highly engaged users from January. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These Engaged & Addicted users are best approached by actively pushing them to signup for 

newsletters and download the app as well as suggesting subscription packages actively based on  

their Propensity to Subscribe scores since they have been engaged since January and have either 

January 2020January 2020 March 2020March 2020

Flow of usersFlow of users



Engaged & Addicted user segments still offer the biggest potential  
for initially increasing subscription revenue significantly
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The Addicted and Engaged user segments constitute  

the most likely users to subscribe - with addicted users  

being up to 8 times more likely than users in the Light  

Users cohort. 

 

The decrease in the proportion of subscribers in March  

for all segments is due to the massive spike in the  

number of new users who have started accessing  

content. This can also be attributed to users who were  

already engaged and are now become more engaged  

and started moving up in the engagement segments.  

 

These users are precisely the ones who should be  

targeted to become subscribers over time since they  

are the most likely to subscribe due to their high level  

of engagement and loyalty. 

 

If we had the same % of subscribers in the addicted  

segment as in January, this would mean that the  

publisher stands to gain 9000 more subscribers. 

What are the "Propensity to Subscribe" and "Likely to subscribe" metrics? 
 

The Propensity to Subscribe (P2S) algorithm scores users based on a combination of over 105 factors, ranging from their  

engagement level to newsletter preference or favorite content, indicate that the user has a high likelihood to subscribe if  

shown a paywall or an offer. The "Likely to subscribe" metric measures the amount of users who have a high P2S Score  

which means that we can justify a highly targeted push with calls to action to subscribe or to dynamically lock content. 

 

The ultimate goal is to ensure every user is engaged enough to purchase a subscription and stay loyal. At this stage,  

"Fly-by" users should not be pushed to subscribe yet and "Light" users should be only pushed if they have shown indications 

that they are likely to subscribe using the Propensity to Subscribe scores. 

 

Instead, focus on converting Engaged and Addicted users in the short term as an impactful way to ensure cash flow and  

liquidity. With the surge of users in these segments who have been loyal users for at least two months, this is a chance  

not to be missed.



A quick & easy decision-making support guide for publishers on strategies  
and Calls to Action to implement regarding users in different engagement  
segments depending on their origin (pre-pandemic or post-pandemic)
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CTA Recommendations Matrix 
 
User engagement based decision  
support system for publishers

Bigger exposure to

Premium Content
Registration Newsletter App Download Subscription

Newly acquired users, mostly through  

COVID-19 related content

Returning New & Fly-by users from before  

or those who moved from other segments

New & Fly-by Users

Light Users

Engaged Users

Addicted Users

Recently became Light users, mostly  

through COVID-19 related content

Recently became Engaged, mostly  

through COVID-19 related content

Recently became Addicted, mostly  

through COVID-19 related content

Targeting with Propensity Models

Yes, passive

Not recommended

Yes, active

Returning Light users from before  

or those who moved from other segments

Returning Engaged users from before  

or those who moved from other segments

Returning Addicted users from before  

or those who moved from other segments

*An Editable & Printable version of this matrix has been made available at the end of the report!

The findings brought forth by analyzing the User Flows and different Engagement Segments suggest that  

publishers need to prepare a very specific engagement building strategy for each specific user segment. 

 

This matrix below is intended to serve as a guide for publishers and should be taken with a grain of  

salt. Not all publishers have paywalls and those who do have different paywall models. We  

recommend that you focus on those actions that are right for your user-base according to your data  

about those users' behaviors and preferences.

The next section explores 6 concrete action steps publishers should take in the  

short term and long-term in order to build sustainable long term revenue growth.



Once you identify engaged or addicted users and those with rapidly increasing engagement scores,  

prompt them on the site to take additional steps to guide them through your conversion funnel. This  

can be prompting them to register, sign up for newsletters or to download your mobile app.

Once you identify engaged or addicted users and those with rapidly increasing engagement scores,  

prompt them on the site to take additional steps to guide them through your conversion funnel. This  

can be prompting them to register, sign up for newsletters or to download your mobile app. 

 

Push your engaged and addicted user to register and get access to more articles or even limited  

access to premium content. That will give you a chance to learn your user’s multi device content  

consumption and prepare a good newsletter proposition to complement it.

Step 1 - Target engaged users, especially newly engaged ones, and  

prompt them to take actions to keep them loyal in the long term

Step 2 - Update your registration strategy focusing on all users  

except new ones coming to COVID-19 articles exclusively

6 steps publishers should take during the COVID-19 
pandemic to build long term revenue growth
What should publishers do in the short term (next 2-4 weeks)?
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These new engaged and addicted  

users might not be there forever, as  

the end of the crisis might cause  their  

activity to fall from the peaks it has  

reached during the past two weeks,  

and diminish their engagement.  

 

However, targeting the users who are  

highly engaged - especially the  

engaged users familiar with pre  

COVID-19 content will cushion this  

decrease in activity once the pandemic  

subsides in the future. 

Case study: Increasing mobile app downloads through pinpoint user targeting 
 

A publisher, using Deep.BI engagement scores, increased mobile app download ratio from 2% to  

10% by targeting a certain segment of engaged users with an app download prompt.



This one is probably obvious but - start a coronavirus-focused newsletter as soon as possible. Users 

are much more likely to sign up to this newsletter as it provides timely information about a crucial 

matter to their day-to-day lives.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both registration and newsletter actions are less intrusive actions than subscription offerings in 

these fragile times, especially when building relationships with less engaged users. 

Step 3 - Target engaged users, especially newly engaged ones, and 

prompt them to take actions to keep them loyal in the long term
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While the pandemic is driving  

users, they are still interested in  

more than just health, as the crisis  

affects every part of society, from  

business, travel and the economy,  

to work and family.  

 

Offering the right newsletter  

subscription at the right time is  

the key takeaway here.

What should publishers do in the long term?

One more direction to take is making sure to track engaged users and target them with highly  

personalized ad campaigns and offerings on social media retargeting. There might be different  

strategies for users who were engaged before the pandemic and those who became engaged only  

during the pandemic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our propensity modeling shows that 47% of users in the Addicted cohort and 37% of those in the  

Engaged cohort are likely to  subscribe, a far greater percentage than those in the lower segments. 

Using this information for user campaign profiling pays off. 

 

With the right tool, publishers can export non-subscriber user ids belonging to specific engagement  

segments and re-target them via Facebook Paid Ads with different offers.  

Step 4 - Target Light Users with subscription offers using retargeting 

ads in order to capitalize on the engagement of these users

Case study: Targeting prospective users with subscription offers via paid Facebook ads 

 

Our client exported user IDs belonging to the most prospective segments (Engaged & Addicted) and  

re-targeted them via Facebook ads with different offers. Using this technique, the client observed a  

283% increase of their marketing budget ROI hence reducing subscriber acquisition costs greatly.



There is plenty of information on their behavior and preferences prior to COVID-19 and in  

conjunction with the current situation. It will play a key role in developing strategies after the current  

chaos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With some publishers choosing to remove paywalls in the midst of the crisis, subscribers may feel as  

if the value of their subscription is diminishing, and new subscribers may feel obligated only to  

subscribe during the crisis. Grow their engagement and win their loyalty through actions such as  

offering subscriber-only newsletters (morning, evening, weekly etc) with recommendations  

curated by your editorial team or selected by engaged or “addicted” users in specific content  

sections.

Step 5 - Focus on both existing and new subscribers
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In response to the crisis, most publishers have freed their coronavirus content from paywalls. This  

has also been accompanied with pressure on publishers from blacklisted coronavirus content,  

essentially blocking programmatic ads. Monetization potential on this content is still under debate,  

however, publishers should recognize that there is great relevance to be found in gaining a more  

precise understanding of this recent large influx of readers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncovering how and if at all COVID-19 coverage has contributed to a user’s path to subscription,  

particularly once this crisis is over, offers value. Tracking how this freed content contributed to your  

subscribers’ user journeys will help editorial create conclusions that can sharpen content  

production planning.

Step 6 - Discover to what extent COVID-19 coverage was on your  

users’ paths to subscription



Final Thoughts
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As each day brings new unexpected changes with regard to this global pandemic, readers need  

timely and trustworthy news more than ever. 

 

This recent content consumption surge has also presented publishers with an opportunity unlike any  

in recent years. While opening coronavirus content was a public service, it has also served to  

remind the reading public about the importance of news itself. Not only have subscriptions  

continued to grow, but readers are returning to other content categories in droves. 

 

Remember, long-term readers are already more or less convinced of the worth of the content they  

consume. They simply need support and encouragement. And new users, even casual ones, are still  

primed and ready to develop the habit of consuming news.  

 

That is why the time to develop strategies to build greater engagement for the long term and  

encourage a loyal reader base is now. By properly utilizing strategies for each type of user, you will  

be building a subscriber base that can grow beyond tomorrow.



Get in touch to find out more!

By email: hello@deep.bi

Website: www.deep.bi

By phone: +1 (305) 713-8748

Powering Subscriber Acquisition & Retention


